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Abstract
Effects of local availability of mathematics (LAM) and space time
dependent number scaling on physics and, especially, geometry are de-
scribed. LAM assumes separate mathematical systems as structures at
each space time point. Extension of gauge theories to include freedom
of choice of scaling for number structures, and other structures based on
numbers, results in a space time dependent scaling factor based on a scalar
boson field. Scaling has no effect on comparison of experimental results
with one another or with theory computations. With LAM all theory ex-
pressions are elements of mathematics at some reference point. Changing
the reference point introduces (external) scaling. Theory expressions with
integrals or derivatives over space or time include scaling factors (internal
scaling) that cannot be removed by reference point change. Line elements
and path lengths, as integrals over space and/or time, show the effect
of scaling on geometry. In one example, the scaling factor goes to 0 as
the time goes to 0, the big bang time. All path lengths, and values of
physical quantities, are crushed to 0 as t goes to 0. Other examples have
spherically symmetric scaling factors about some point, x. In one type, a
black scaling hole, the scaling factor goes to infinity as the distance, d,
between any point y and x goes to 0. For scaling white holes, the scaling
factor goes to 0 as d goes to 0. For black scaling holes, path lengths from
a reference point, z, to y become infinite as y approaches x. For white
holes, path lengths approach a value much less than the unscaled distance
from z to x.
1 Introduction
As is well known, mathematics is very important to physics. The goal of the-
oretical physics is to construct mathematical models to explain the physical
universe. A good theory is a model which can successfully predict the outcomes
of many different experiments on many different physical properties. Yet it is
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not clear why mathematics should be so successful in constructing good theo-
ries. There does not seem to be a basic a priori reason why the physical world
should be so amenable to description by mathematical theories.
This problem has bothered many others, including this author. Wigner’s
paper [1], on the unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics in the natural sci-
ences, engendered other papers on the relationship between mathematics and
physics [2, 3, 4]. All this work recognizes how closely entwined physics and
mathematics are. A paper by Tegmark [5] expresses this in an extreme fashion
by claiming physics is mathematics.
One approach to this problem is to work towards development of a coherent
theory of physics and mathematics together [6, 7]. Such a theory would be
expected to treat physics and mathematics as one coherent whole rather than
as two separate disciplines. Development of such a theory requires that one
have some idea of what physics and mathematics are.
There is an enormous literature on the nature and foundations of mathe-
matics. Here these questions will be bypassed by assuming that mathematics
includes the description and properties of many different mathematical systems.
Here mathematical systems are defined [8, 9] as structures consisting of a base
set, a few basic operations, relations, and constants. For each system type the
structures are required to satisfy axioms relevant to the system type. Examples
are structures for the rational numbers
Ra = {Ra,±,×,÷, <, 0, 1} (1)
that satisfy the axioms for the smallest ordered field [10], the complex numbers,
C¯ = {C,+,−,×,÷, <, 0, 1}, (2)
that satisfy, axioms for an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 [11] and
Hilbert spaces
H¯ = {H,±, ·, 〈−,−〉, ψ} (3)
that satisfy axioms for a complex, normed, inner product space that is complete
in a norm defined from the inner product, [12]. Scalar vector multiplication is
denoted by · and a generic vector is denoted by ψ.
Here mathematics is considered to consist of a large collection of structures
for the different types of mathematical systems. For each type of system many
structures are possible. Thesee are all part of mathematics. The structures
can differ in that the base sets can be different. Also how the basic operations
and relations are defined can change. The only requirement among the many
structures of a given type is that structure A satisfies the axioms for the type
if and only if structure B does.
2 Mathematics is Local
The connection to physics begins with the assumption that mathematics is
local. This assumption means that a collection,
⋃
x, of mathematical systems
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of different types is associated with each space time point x of a manifold, M .
In addition the mathematics available to an observer or intelligent being, Ox, is
assumed to be limited to that in
⋃
x .
This assumption is based on the idea that the mathematics available to Ox is
that which is stored in his brain. At any time t the mathematics in an observers
brain is a subset of that in
⋃
x . Mathematical information in a textbook or
described in a seminar is not available to Ox until the information has reached
O′xs brain.
In addition, to keep things simple, the assumption is made here that an
observer, or more specifically his brain, can be localized at a point. This is
clearly false as storage and use of a large amount of information requires a finite
space time volume [13].
Note that the the totality of mathematics available to an observer at x is
limited to that within
⋃
x . It follows that
⋃
x must be large enough to include
the mathematics used by physics. It must also be such that Ox can describe
relations and maps between systems in
⋃
x and systems in
⋃
y at other points
y. Systems in
⋃
x are used for such descriptions.
Maps between systems in
⋃
y and
⋃
x play an important role in this work.
They start with maps on the different types of numbers. These are then ex-
tended to other types of systems that include numbers in their description (such
as vector spaces, algebras, group representation or any system that includes
multiplication by scalars). These maps are isomorphisms between structures at
different points. They are also parallel transforms [14] in that they correspond
to or define the notion of ”same value as” between elements at different points.
For example let C¯x = {Cx, Opx, 0x, 1x} and C¯y = {Cy, Opy, 0y, 1y} be com-
plex number structures at x and y Define the map Fy,xC¯x = C¯y by
Fy,xcx = cy for all cx in Cx
Fy,xOpx = Opy, Fy,x0x = 0y, Fy,x1x = 1y
(4)
The element cy has the same value in C¯y as cx has in C¯x. Op denotes the four
field operations, ±,×,÷.
For Hilbert spaces, H¯x = {Hx,±x, ·x, 〈−,−〉x, ψx} and H¯y = {Hy,±y, ·y, 〈−,−〉y, ψy},
one has a similar isomorphic map Vy,xH¯x = H¯y where
Vy,xψx = ψy for all ψx in Hx, Vy,x±x = ±y
Vy,xcx ·x ψx = Fy,xcxVy,x ·x Vy,xψx = cy ·y ψy,
Vy,x〈ψx, φx〉x = Fy,x(〈ψx, φx〉x) = 〈ψy, φy〉y.
(5)
3 Scaling of Number structures
The next step taken in the approach used here and in other work, [16, 15, 17], is
to introduce scaling between mathematical systems at different points. Scaling
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can be done for each type of number system. For example, let R¯y and R¯x be
real number structures at points y and x and ry,x a positive real number in
R¯x. Define the scaled representation of R¯y = {Ry, Opy , <y, 0y, 1y} on R¯x =
{Rx, Opx, <x, 0x, 1x} by the structure,
R¯rx = {Rx,±x,
×x
r
, r÷x, <x, 0x, rx}. (6)
To save on notation, ry,x is denoted here by r. The scaled structure can also be
represented by
R¯rx = {Rx,±
r
x,×
r
x,÷
r
x, <
r
x, 0
r
x, 1
r
x}. (7)
This shows that in the scaled structure, the number value, 1, corresponds
to the number value, r in R¯x, The addition and subtraction operations are
unchanged, multiplication in R¯y corresponds to multiplication and division by
r in R¯x, division in R¯y corresponds to division and multiplication by r in R¯x,
and < and 0 are the same in the scaled representation of R¯y on R¯x as they are
in R¯x. In general any number value ay in R¯y corresponds to the number value
rax in R¯
r
x. Here ax is the same number value in R¯x as ay is in R¯y.
The definitions of the scaled operations, Oprx in terms of those in Opx are
not arbitrary. They must be such that R¯rx satisfies the real number axioms, for
a complete ordered field [18], if and only if R¯x does. Eqs. 6 and 7 satisfy these
conditions.
The transformations between the structures, with scaling included, can be
defined by factoring Fy,x into two isomorphisms as in Fy,x = Zy,xWy,x where
Fy,xR¯x = Zy,xWy,xR¯x = Zy,xR¯
r
x = R¯y. (8)
Note that the usual case with no scaling is the special case here where r = 1.
Then Wy,x is the identity and Zy,x = Fy,x.
The introduction of scaling requires that one drop the association of elements
of the base set to specific number values. For example, the above shows that
the element of the base set Rx that has value ry,x in R¯x has value 1 in R¯
r
x.
This shows that base set elements have no intrinsic values. The elements of Rx
acquire values only within the structure containing them. They are different for
different structures.
The only exception is the element with value 0 in a structure. This value
is invariant under scaling transformations. In this sense 0 corresponds to the
number vacuum.
This description of scaling extends to other types of numbers. For complex
numbers it can be taken over directly. Here the scaled representation, C¯rx of C¯y
on C¯x is given by
C¯rx = {Cx,±x,
×x
r
, r÷x, 0, rx}. (9)
Scaling applies to rational numbers provided they are regarded as subsets of
real or complex numbers, The same holds for integers and natural numbers.
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Scaling affects all systems that include scalars in their structures (such as
closure under multiplication by scalars). Vector spaces, algebras, group repre-
sentations are examples of these systems. For example the scaled representation,
H¯rx, of the Hilbert space H¯y on H¯x is given by
H¯rx = {Hx,±x,
·x
r
,
〈rφ, rψ〉x
r
, rψ}. (10)
More details on scaling are given in [16, 15, 17].
3.1 Description of ry,x
The space time dependence of ry,x is conveniently described by a real vector
field ~A(x). Let y = x+ µˆdx be a neighbor point of x. Define ry,x by
ry,x = e
~A(x)·µˆdx. (11)
If y is distant from x, define ry,x by
rpy,x = exp(
∫ 1
0
~A((p(s)) ·
dp
ds
ds) = exp(
∫
p
~Adp). (12)
Here p is a path from x to y parameterized by s with p(0) = x and p(1) = y. The
path dependence is shown by the superscript, p, on ry,x.
∫
p is a path integral
along p.
If ~A(x) is the gradient of a scalar field, Θ, as in ~A(x) = ∇xΘ, then ry,x is
path independent and Eqs. 11 and 12 become
ry,x = e
∇xΘ·µˆdx (13)
and
ry,x = e
Θ(y)x−Θ(x). (14)
Here Θ(y)x = Fx,yΘ(y) is the same value in R¯x as Θ(y) is in R¯y. Transfer to
a common structure is necessary because subtraction is defined only within a
structure, not between structures.
4 Effects of Scaling on Physics
The effect of scaling on physics is based on the observation that any comparisons
of, or operations on numbers, that are associated with two different space time
locations, include the effects of scaling. The reason is that comparisons or oper-
ations are not defined for numbers in different structures at different locations.
They are defined only within structures. This means that any theoretical physics
expressions that involve integrals or derivatives over space, time, or space time
must include scaling as these operations require use of number values or other
mathematical elements in different structures at different locations.
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An example of the effect of scaling and locality of mathematics is the re-
placement of the usual expression of a wave packet ψ =
∫
d3z|z〉〈z|〈z|ψ〉 by
ψx =
∫
x
d3zxe
Θ(z)x−Θ(x)|z〉x〈z|〈z|ψ〉x. (15)
The subscript x means that the integral is evaluated in mathematical systems
at x. Each vector value of the integrand is transferred, with scaling, to a vector
in H¯x. Here, and in much of the following, the scaling factor will be assumed to
be defined by a scalar field, Θ as is done in Eqs. 13 and 14.
The problem with the usual expression for a wave packet is that, with local
availability of mathematics, the integral in ψ =
∫
d3z|z〉〈z|〈z|ψ〉, as the limit
of a sum of vectors for different space locations, is not defined. The reason is
that the integrands belong to different Hilbert spaces, with |z〉〈z|〈z|ψ〉 a vector
in H¯z . Linear superposition is defined only within Hilbert space structures, not
between different structures.
This problem can be fixed by use of parallel transformation operators, Fz, x,
without scaling present. The inclusion of scaling, shown in Eq. 15, follows from
the additional assumption of the freedom of choice of number structures, and
structures based on numbers, at different space and time locations. This is
similar to the freedom of choice of bases in vector spaces as used in gauge
theories [19, 20].
Inclusion of scaling also affects the momentum operator in quantum mechan-
ics. The usual expression ~pψ = (~/i)(d/d~x)ψ(~x) is replaced by the canonical
momentum
~pxψx =
~
i
(
d
d~x
+ ~A(x))ψ(~x). (16)
Here ~A(x) is the gradient field of Θ.
Path integrals also show the effect of scaling. The usual expression for the
time evolution of a quantum state ψ(t) from ti to tf can be expressed by
ψ(tf , y) =
∫
〈y|e−iH(tf−ti)|x〉〈x|ψ(ti)〉dx. (17)
Here ψ(tf , y) is the amplitude for finding a system in state, ψ, at location, y at
time tf . The path integral expression for the matrix element, 〈y|e
iH(tf−ti)|x〉 =
K(y, tf ;x, ti),, is [21]
K(y, tf ;x, ti) =
∫
dγe
i
~
S(γ) (18)
where
S(γ) =
∫ tf
ti
L(γ(t), γ˙)dt. (19)
The integral
∫
dγ is over all paths γ(t) where γ(ti) = x and γ(tf ) = y.
Local availability of mathematics with scaling affects these equations in two
ways. One is the transfer of the endpoints of the paths γ at y as a number value
triple in R¯3y and x as a number value triple in R¯
3
x to scaled number value triples
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in R¯3x0 . The other is the transfer of the S(γ) integrands at each point γ(t) as
number values in R¯γ(t) to scaled number values in R¯x0 . The result is seen in the
replacement of Eq. 17 by the scaled representation of ψ(tf , y) at x0 as
ψ(tf , y)
Sc
x0 =
eΘ(y)x0−Θ(x0)
∫
x0
eΘ(x)x0−Θ(x0)(
∫
x0
dγe
i
~
S(γ)Scx0 )〈x|ψ(ti)〉dxx0 .
(20)
The scaling factors transfer, with scaling, the endpoints of the paths, γ, to
number values in R¯x0 .
The scaled action is given by
S(γ)Scx0 =
∫ tf
x0,ti
eΘ(γ(t))−Θ(x0)L(γ(t), Dtγ)dt. (21)
The replacement of γ˙ in the Lagrangian by Dtγ where,
Dtγ = [
d
dt
+ ~A(γ(t))]γ, (22)
takes account of the effect of scaling on the time derivative of a path.
Scaling also affects the variation of S(γ) to obtain the equations of motion
in that extra terms involving the derivatives of Θ appear in the Euler Lagrange
equations. Some details are given in [15].
The field, Θ, also appears in gauge theories in that its presence results in the
expansion of the gauge group U(n) = U(1) × SU(n) for each n to GL(1, C) ×
SU(n) [16, 15, 17]. For each point x, a field ψ has a value, ψ(x), in the vector
space V¯x [20]. If one replaces the common scalar field C¯ for all the V¯x with C¯x for
each x and introduces the scaling field Θ, then the representations of the spaces
V¯y at x correspond to scaled structures V¯
ry,x
x , as shown in Eq. 10 for Hilbert
spaces. Use of the usual derivation of the covariant derivative and restriction of
the Lagrangians to terms invariant under local U(1) transformations [22] gives
the result that Θ is a scalar boson field for which mass is optional. Additional
interaction terms of the form g ~A(x)ψ(x) appear in the Lagrangians. Here g is
a coupling constant and ~A(x) = ∇xΘ.
In field theory the action is given by
S(ψ) =
∫
L(ψ,Dψ)dx. (23)
With scaling and the local availability of mathematics included, the action be-
comes
S(ψ)Scx0 =
∫
x0
eΘ(x)x0−Θ(x0)L(ψ,DScψ)dxx0 . (24)
Here Dψ is the usual covariant derivative and DScψ = (D + ~A(x))ψ accounts
for the effect of scaling on the derivative.
Unlike the case for S(γ)Scx0 in quantum mechanics, the presence of the scaling
factor in the integral of Eq. 24 has no effect on the variation of S(ψ)Scx0 with
respect to ψ. The resulting equations of motion, with DSc replacing D, are the
same as those obtained with no exponential scaling factors present.
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5 Restrictions on Θ
These examples show that the presence of number scaling, with local availability
of mathematics, affects theoretical predictions in physics. So far, there is no
experimental evidence of the presence of number scaling. This places restrictions
on the value of ~A(x) and the coupling constant g. In particular, the great
accuracy of quantum electrodynamics without ~A shows that the ratio of g to
the fine structure constant must be very small.
The absence of experimental evidence for scaling in measurements of proper-
ties of quantum mechanical systems implies that for all locations x, y for which
amplitudes ψ(x) and ψ(y) are not negligible, one must have
Θ(y)x − Θ(x) ≃ 0 (25)
to within experimental error. The size of the region within which this equation
holds is determined by the fact that quantum states, ψ, at least those that
are prepared and measured by observers, have negligible amplitudes outside a
region that is small on a laboratory scale. It follows that the integral over all
space, as in Eq. 15, can be restricted to a small region.
Here the restriction will be expanded in that space and time integrals for
quantum states1 will be restricted to a much larger region, L, that is occupiable
by us as observers. This region should be large enough to include all locations
we may occupy in the future. It should also include locations of other intelligent
beings on distant planets with which we can communicate and discuss physics
and mathematics.
These restrictions suggest that L should include the solar system. It should
also include nearby stars. A reasonable estimation of the size of L is that it
should be a sphere of a few lightyears in diameter that is centered on the solar
system. The exact size is not important. The only restriction is that it be a
small fraction of the cosmological universe2
It follows that, for all points x, y in L, ~A(x) ≃ 0 and Θ(y)x − Θ(x) ≃ 0.
However, this restriction does not apply for points outside L. Thus ~A(x) 6= 0
is possible for most of the universe. Also the fact that scaling depends on ∇xΘ
and on differences only between values of Θ means that one is free to choose
a value of Θ at some point without affecting scaling. Here the value Θ(x) = 0
will be chosen for a point x in L. Then
Θ(y) ≃ 0 (26)
for all y in L.
It is also the case that scaling plays no role in comparisons among outputs of
computations and experimental measurements. This is the case even if scaling
is not negligible in L and the computations and experiments are done in L.
1This excludes quantum states of the whole universe and probably multiverse states.
2It has been noted that the size of the space region in which we can hope to discover if
intelligent beings even exist, let alone communicate with them, is a sphere of about 2, 500
lightyears in diameter [24].
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The reason is that the output of a computation or measurement at y is not a
real number in R¯y. It is a physical system in a state αy that is interpreted as
a number in R¯y. If Iy is the interpretative map at y, then Iy(αy) denotes the
numerical output at y.
Assume that another computation or measurement at x gives an output
state βx. The number value associated with this is given by Ix(βx) as a number
in R¯x.
Comparison of outputs of these two operations, one at x and one at y does
not involve comparison of the number values, Iy(αy) and Ix(βx). Such a compar-
ison would include a scaling factor between R¯y and R¯x. Instead the comparison
is done by physically transmitting the states αy and βx (or the relevant infor-
mation contained in the states) to a common point z where the outputs can be
compared locally. If Tz,x and Tz,y denote the transmissions, then comparison
of the outputs of these two operations consists of a comparison of the number
values, Iz(Tz,y(αy)) and Iz(Tz,x(βx)). Since both numbers are in R¯z, no scaling
is needed.
These considerations suggest that, if number scaling plays a role in physics
or geometry, then its role is limited to cosmological aspects of both physics and
geometry. Any influence of number scaling on physics and geometry is, at most,
limited to events and properties of systems that are far away in either space or
time or in space time.3
6 Effects of Scaling on Geometry
As has been shown elsewhere [15], local availability of mathematics and number
scaling have an effect on geometry. This is a consequence of the assignment of
separate real number structures, R¯x, to each point, x, of M instead of just one
structure, R¯, common to all x. Affected aspects of geometry include coordinate
systems, line elements, and path lengths. These are discussed here as examples
of the effect of local availability of mathematics and number scaling on geometry.
6.1 Coordinate systems
A consequence of the local availability of mathematics is that for each point,
x, the coordinate system CSx associated with a point, x, in an n dimensional
manifold, M , is described by real number tuples in R¯nx . The origin of CSx can
be anywhere. It does not have to be at x. Let y be another point in M with
associated coordinate system CSy. The relation between the descriptions of a
point in CSy and in CSx may seem problematic because they use number value
tuples in different real number structures.
3It is worth pointing out that cosmological observations are all limited to local observations,
in L of incoming photons or particles. One can include operations with measurements on these
incoming signals, but the operations are all local. One cannot go far away to prepare these
signals or to influence them.
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In the absence of scaling this is not a problem. To see this let x be the origin
of CSx. Let CSy be a coordinate system with point locations given as tuples of
number values in R¯ny . A point z is described in CSy by a number tuple, a
n
y in
R¯ny . It is described in CSx by a number tuple, a
n
x in R¯
n
x .
The parallel transformation operator, Fx,y, is an isomorphism of R¯y onto R¯x
that preserves values. It follows that
R¯nx = (Fx,yR¯y)
n. (27)
The corresponding mapped coordinate system, (CSy)x = (Fx,yR¯y)
n is identical
to CSx because the parallel transform maps preserve the notion of same value.
That is, anx = (Fx,yay)
n is the same number value tuple in R¯nx as a
n
y is in R¯
n
y .
It follows that, with no scaling present, changing the tuples of real number
structures used to describe points in coordinate systems has no effect on the
values of point representations as number tuples. The coordinate systems are
entirely equivalent. They all lie on top of one another with parallel axes. The
coordinates of a point y in any coordinate system CSz are the same as they
are in CSx, The parallel transform change of R¯z to R¯x does not change the
coordinate number values. Note that the change described consists of the change
of reference number tuples, R¯ny to R¯
n
x . It is completely different from an actual
translation or rotation of a coordinate system.
Figure 1 shows the effect on coordinate systems of separate number struc-
tures at each point with no scaling. The left panel shows the usual coordinate
system description with one real number structure for all space points. The
right panel shows the coordinate system descriptions with separate real number
structures at each point for a two dimensional space. Three of the infinitely
many coordinate systems, one for each point, are shown.
Since (CSy)x and (CSz)x are identical to CSx, it follows that the parallel
transform maps convert CSx into a globally valid coordinate system, at least for
Euclidean and Minkowski spaces. This shows that assigning separate number
structures to each space point, with no scaling, is equivalent to the usual setup
with just one universal number structure for all points. The only difference is
that the conversion to the usual setup is relative to some reference point, x.
6.2 Scaling present
Scaling changes the picture in that it is not possible to extend locally valid
coordinate systems to globally valid ones, even for Euclidean and Minkowski
geometries. The problem is that coordinate values in CSy are scaled relative
to those in CSx and the scaling factor depends on y. This corresponds to a
situation different from that in Figure 1 in that the representations, (CSy)x
and (CSz)x, of CSy and CSz on CSx are scaled by factors that depend on y
and z. However, the coordinate systems all have the same origin relative to a
reference coordinate system as the n tuple (0z)
n is an invariant under parallel
transformation and scaling.
Nevertheless, it is possible to describe the effects scaling has on geometry.
A point y with coordinate values, any , in R¯
n
y has coordinate values (ry,xax)
n in
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Figure 1: Coordinate Systems for the usual setup with one real number structure
for all space points and with separate structures for each point. The righthand
panel shows the coordinates systems all lying on top of one another with parallel
axes. This is a consequence of the number preserving property of the parallel
transform maps.
R¯nx . This will be used in the following where some properties of geometry are
discussed.
6.3 Line elements
Line elements are examples of local quantities that scale when referenced to
different locations. The usual four dimensional expression, (sum over repeated
indices)
ds2(y) = gµ,ν(y)dy
µdyν , (28)
is unchanged under the local availability of mathematics. However, the metric
tensor and other factors are all elements of R¯y.
The description of ds2(y), referenced to some location, x, is unchanged if
scaling is absent. More specifically, the representation of ds2(y) at x, given by
ds2(y)x = Fx,ygµ,ν(y)dy
µdyν = gµ,ν(y)xdy
µ
xdy
ν
x (29)
has the same value at x as ds2(y) has at y.
With scaling present, the representation of ds2(y) at x becomes
ds2,Sc(y)x = e
Θ(y)x−Θ(x)ds2(y)x. (30)
The scaling factor, Eq. 14, and Fx,y, account for the change of reference point
from y to x. If x is in the region L, then use of Eq. 26 simplifies Eq. 30 in that
Θ(x) ≃ 0. This gives
ds2,Sc(y)x = e
Θ(y)xds2(y)x. (31)
It is interesting to note that the dependence of the scaled line element on
y has the same form as a conformal transformation [23] of the line element.
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The relation of the factor, exp(Θ(y)x), to conformal transformations and to
conformal field theory [25] is not known at present.
6.4 Path Lengths
A good example of the effect of scaling on geometry is in the representation of
path lengths. The length, L(p), of a path p extending from points x to y can
be expressed as a line integral, L(p) =
∫
p
| ~dp|. If the path is parameterized by s
where p(0) = x and p(1) = y, then
L(p) =
∫ 1
0
|∇sp|ds. (32)
Here ∇sp is the gradient of p at location p(s). Also
|∇sp| = (∇sp · ∇sp)
1/2. (33)
This representation of the path length holds in the usual setup with just one
real number structure for all points ofM . However, Eq. 32 is not valid under the
assumption of local availability of mathematics. The problem is that the integral
represents the limit of a sum of real number integrand values in different real
number structures, R¯p(s). Addition is defined within a real number structure.
It is not defined for number values in different structures.
This can be remedied by transfer of the integrands for different s to a com-
mon reference point and then defining the integral as a limit of a sum of real
number values in the real number structure at the reference point. If x is chosen
as the reference point, then parallel transfer of the integrands to the reference
point before integration solves the problem. The result is
L(p)x =
∫ 1
x,0
Fx,p(s)(|∇sp|ds) =
∫ 1
x,0
|∇sp|xdsx. (34)
The subscripts, x, indicate that the integral is evaluated at x with integrand
values all in R¯x.
The fact that L(p)x is the same number value as L(p) in Eq. 32 shows
that local availability of mathematics, without scaling, has no effect on path
lengths. This examples joins others that show the same result: local availability
of mathematics without scaling does not affect theoretical description of physical
and geometric properties.
In the presence of scaling, the path length integral becomes
LΘ(p)x =
∫ 1
x,0
eΘ(p(s))x−Θ(x)Fx,p(s)(|∇sp|ds)
=
∫ 1
x,0
eΘ(p(s))x−Θ(x)|∇sp|xdsx.
(35)
The expression for the scaled path length can also be written as
LΘ(p)x = e
−Θ(x)
∫ 1
x,0
eΘ(p(s))x |∇sp|xdsx. (36)
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This shows clearly the difference between external scaling and internal scaling.
The factor exp(Θ(x)) is an external scaling factor as it is outside of the math-
ematical operation, (integration over p in M). It corrects for scaling at the
reference point. For a local quantity that does not involve integrals or deriva-
tives over space or time, such as the line element, external scaling can always
be removed by transferring the reference point to the location of the quantity.
This is shown by Eq. 30 if the reference point is changed to y.
Internal scaling refers to the presence of scaling factors that are inside some
mathematical operation and cannot be moved outside. The factor exp(Θ(p(s))x)
in Eq. 36 is an example of internal scaling as the factor depends on the integra-
tion variable and cannot be moved outside the integral. Also internal scaling
factors cannot be removed by change of reference points.
The location of x at an endpoint of p is arbitrary. Any other point z in M
can be chosen as a reference point. In this case Eq. 36 becomes
LΘ(p)z = e
−Θ(z)
∫ 1
z,0
eΘ(p(s))z |∇sp|zdsz. (37)
The endpoints of p are still at x and y.
The effect of scaling depends on the the location of the path p in the universe.
If the path with its endpoints is contained in the local region, L that can be
populated by observers, then Θ(p(s))x − Θ(x) ≃ 0, and there is no scaling for
the path. Note that no scaling is a special case of scaling with the scaling factor
equal to 1 everywhere. If parts of the path are cosmological (the path is very
long, or some or all of p is outside L), then scaling would be present. The
amount of scaling clearly depends on the properties of Θ.
6.5 Distances
As might be expected, the presence of number scaling affects distances between
points. With scaling present, the distance between two points, x and y, is
obtained by variation of LΘ(p)z, Eq. 37, over the paths, p, and setting the
result equal to 0. The resulting Euler Lagrange equation is [15]
∂Θ(p(s))
∂pµ
|∇sp| −
d
ds
(Θ(p(s)))
∂|∇sp|
∂(∂µ,sp)
=
d
ds
∂|∇sp|
∂(∂µ,sp)
. (38)
Here ∂µ,sp = dpµ/ds. The length of the path p satisfying this equation is a
minimum and is the distance between x and y.
Scaling introduces two Θ dependent terms into the equation. These are
shown on the left hand side of Eq. 38. If Θ is constant, then both terms on the
left hand side of the equation are zero and one obtains the usual equation for
distances as geodesics.
6.6 Time dependent Θ
So far, descriptions of the effect of the field, Θ on geometry have been limited
to general aspects, such as the effects on line elements and path lengths. No
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particular dependence of Θ on space or time has been assumed, other than
the requirement that it be essentially constant for all points in the observer
occupiable region, L. Specific examples are useful to further understand how
the field affects physics and geometry.
Time dependent scaling fields are interesting examples. Let z = t, z be a
space time location in L of a potential observer. Events at all points, x = s,x
in the past light cone of z are observable at z. For any x, x is in the past light
cone of z if s ≤ t− (|x − z|)/c. It is on the light cone of z if
s = t−
|x− z|
c
. (39)
As a hypothetical example, assume that Θ(x) depends only on time and is
independent of space locations, Θ(t,x) = Θ(t). Let the time t be the present
cosmological time, about 14 × 109 years. Also use Eq. 26 to set Θ(t) = 0. For
events on the past light cone at distance x from z, the reference space point in
L, the scaling factor is
eΘ(s)z = eΘ(t−
|z−x|
c
)z . (40)
Assume that Θ(s)z decreases from 0 at s = t towards −∞ as s → 0, the
time of the big bang. The scaling factor decreases from 1 at time t to 0 at time
0. It follows that all physical and mathematical quantities at time s, scaled to
the present, approach 0 as s → 0. As an example, distances between all space
points approach 0. This is like the big bang in that all of space is crunched into
a point.
However it is also the case that energy densities of any cosmic dust, fluid, or
matter, also approach 0 as s approaches 0. Not only this but the magnitudes
of all physical quantities approach 0 as s → 0. This is quite different from the
accepted description of the big bang where quantities such as energy densities
approach ∞.
If the time dependence of Θ is different in that Θ(s) → ∞ as s → 0, then
the magnitudes of all physical quantities close to 14 × 109 lightyears distant
become infinite. This includes distances between points, energy densities, and
other quantities.
This is a good illustration of the fact that scaling affects mathematical quan-
tities. Scaling factors are independent of which physical quantity, if any, is being
considered and the magnitude of the quantity. Scaling factors depend only on
the location, x, of the quantity, e.g. energy density at x, and the location, z, of
the reference point. Mathematical representations at point x of physical quan-
tities all change by the same scale factor when either x or the reference point is
changed. This corresponds to external scaling, described earlier in subsection
6.4.
6.7 Black and white scaling holes
Other examples of the possible effects of the Θ field are illustrated by black and
white scaling holes [15]. Let x0 be a point in three dimensional space. Let Θ be
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a time independent scaling field that is spherically symmetric about x0. Then
Θ(x) is the same for all points x on a sphere of radius r centered on x0.
Let x be a reference point at an unscaled distance r from x0 and y be a
point on the radius vector between x0 and x. One is interested in determining
the scaled distance from x to y as y moves along the radius from x to x0. For
black scaling holes, Θ(y)→∞ as y → x0. For white scaling holes, Θ(y)→ −∞
as y → x0.
A good description of examples is to give a specific dependence of Θ(y) as y
moves along the radius from x to x0 This can be done by letting Θ(y) depend on
the unscaled distance, s = |y−x0|, between y and x0. This is expressed here by
an abuse of notation and writing Θ(y) = Θ(s). Then the scaled distance from
x to y, referenced to x, is given by
L(y)Θx = L(s)
Θ
x =
∫ r−s
x,0
eΘ(r−u)−Θ(r)du. (41)
The integral is along the radius from x to y and u is the unscaled distance
between x and any point z on the radius between x and y.
Figure 2 is a two dimensional slice through the sphere, including the center,
that shows the relationship of the points. The circle is the locus of points
equidistant from x0 with the value of Θ the same for all points on the circle.
Figure 2: Representations of the geometric parameters for black and white holes.
The point x on the circle whose points are all at an unscaled distance, r, from
the center at x0, is a reference point. The point, y, is at a distance, s, from x.
The Θ gradient vectors, ~A(s), with arrows show the directions of the gradient
of Θ for black and white holes
As a specific example let the s dependence of Θ(s) be given by
Θ(s) =
K
s
. (42)
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Using this in Eq. 41 gives
L(y)Θx =
∫ r−s
x,0
exp(
K
r − u
−
K
r
)du. (43)
Replacement of u by the dimensionless variable z = u/r gives
L(y)Θx = r
∫ w
x,0
exp(
K
r
(
1
1− z
− 1))dz. (44)
The factor r gives the integral the dimension of length. w = 1 − s/r is the
fractional distance (distance divided by r) from x to y.
The effect of the Θ on the scaled length can be seen by choosing x so that
r = 1. For black holes set K = r = 1. The effect of scaling on the distance
between x and y as a function of w can be seen by plotting the integral in Eq.
44 as a function of w as it ranges from 0 to 1. The reference point remains at x.
The results for a scaling black hole are shown in Figure 3.4 Both the scaled
and unscaled distances from x to y are shown as a function of the fractional
unscaled distance, (r − s)/r = 1 − s from x to y. The curves show these
distances as y moves from x to x0.
The curve for the scaled distance shows dramatically that the scaled distance
from x to y increases rapidly to infinity as y approaches x0. If y is about 85% of
the distance for x to x0, then the scaled distance from x to y is about 10/.85 = 12
times the unscaled distance from x to y.
The reason this is called a scaling black hole is that, if the path from x to
x0 is parameterised as a function of t as γ(t) with γ(0) = x and γ(1) = x0, then
the scaled distance as a function of t is given by
L(γ)Θ(t)x = r
∫ t
0,x
eΘ(γ(s))x−Θ(γ(0))ds = r
∫ t
0,x
exp(
K
r
(
1
1− s
− 1))ds. (45)
If t is the time and γ(t) describes the motion of a particle along the path, then
the scaled speed of the particle towards x0, referenced to x, is
d(L(γ)Θ(t)x)
dt
= exp(
K
r
(
1
1− t
− 1))x. (46)
This increases exponentially to infinity as the particle approaches x0 at t = 1.
The results for a scaling white hole are obtained by changing the sign of K
in Eq. 44. In this case the scaled distance from x to y is given by
L(y)Θx = r
∫ w
x,0
exp(
−K
r
(
1
1− z
− 1))dz. (47)
Setting K/r = 1 and r = 1, as before gives
L(y)Θx =
∫ w
x,0
exp(−
1
1− z
+ 1))dz. (48)
4The evaluation of the integrals and plots for this and the next figures are obtained online
from www.rechneronline.de.
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Figure 3: Scaled and unscaled distances from a reference point, x, to y where y is
any point on the radius from x to x0. The distances are plotted as a function of
the fractional unscaled distance, 1−s, of y from x. The vector ~A(y) = dΘ(y)/dy
is directed towards x0.
A plot of the scaled length from x to y as a function of the fractional distance
of y from x, as y moves from x to x0, is given in Figure 4. The reference point is
x. In this case scaled distances are compressed relative to the unscaled distance.
The scaled distance from x to x0 is only 0.4 of the unscaled distance.
This is the opposite of the situation for positive K where the scaled distance
went to infinity as y approached x0. Here the scaled distance from x to x0 is a
fraction of the unscaled distance. Using the same argument as was used for the
black scaling hole, one sees that the speed of a particle at γ(t), moving from x
towards x0, approaches 0 as t→ 1.
These properties show why this case is called a white scaling hole. The
presence and outward direction of ~A(y) compress properties such as path lengths
and particle velocities compared to their unscaled values. In this sense, ~A acts
like an outward force from x0 on both geometric and physical properties of
systems in that it pushes or compresses properties outward from from x0.
As might be expected, the effect of scaling on path lengths from x out to
more distant locations on the line from x0 through x is the opposite of the effect
on locations between x and x0. For black scaling holes, the x referenced, scaled
path lengths to points more distant from x are compressed relative to those for
unscaled path lengths. This occurs because the field Θ(y) increases as y moves
radially away from x0 even beyond x. The gradient field, ~A(y), is opposite to
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Figure 4: Scaled and unscaled distances from a reference point, x, to y where y is
any point on the radius from x to x0. The distances are plotted as a function of
the fractional unscaled distance, 1−s, of y from x. The vector ~A(y) = dΘ(y)/dy
is directed away from x0.
the direction of motion of y.
For scaling white holes the x referenced, scaled lengths to points y out from
x are greater than the unscaled lengths. This occurs because the values of
Θ(y) decrease as y moves away from x0 and the resultant gradient field ~A(y)
is directed outward from x0. This shows that for white scaling holes, moving
outward, increases scaled path lengths relative to unscaled lengths. The same
effect occurs moving inward for black scaling holes, The reason is that the
direction of ~A(y) is parallel to the direction of motion of y in both cases.
A similar situation holds for moving outward in scaling black holes and
moving inward for scaling white holes. In this case the direction of motion of y
is antiparallel to the direction of ~A(y). More details on black and white scaling
holes are given in [15].
7 Discussion
Several points about the effects on physics and geometry of space and time
dependent scaling of different number types should be emphasized. Scaling
relates number structures of different types, and other mathematical systems
based on numbers, at points y, to a reference point x. The scaling factor depends
only on x and y. It is the same factor for all number values and for mathematical
elements such as vectors in Hilbert spaces. So far, it has nothing to do with
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whether a number value is the value of a physical quantity or not. The scaling
factor is the same for numerical values of all physical quantities.
As a specific example, let λy denote the wavelength of a photon at y. This
is a number value, in R¯y, for a length at y. The scaled value of this length, as
a number in R¯x, is
λry,xx = ry,xFx,yλy = ry,xλx.
Here λx is the same value in R¯x as λy is in R¯y.
The same formula holds if λ is replaced by γy, the frequency of the photon.
In this case γ
ry,x
x = ry,xγx. The scaling factor is the same as for the frequency.
Similarly the speed of light, cy, at y corresponds to the scaled speed of light,
ry,xcx, at x. This shows that even fundamental physical constants are subject
to the same scaling as are other physical quantities and pure numbers.
These relations show an interesting property of scaling, that equations are
invariant under transfer from y to x, even with scaling present. For example
the relation between wavelength and frequency is given by λ = c/γ. The local
availability of mathematics requires that both sides of this equation be number
values in the same real number structure. One cannot have λ a value in R¯y,
and c and γ values in R¯x.
The equation relating wavelength and frequency at y is given by
λy =
cy
γy
y. (49)
The subscripts y indicate that the number values and division operation are
in R¯y. The scaled representation of this equation in R¯x can be written in an
intermediate form,
λry,xx = (c
ry,x
x )÷
ry,x
x (γ
ry,x
x ). (50)
This is an equation in the representation shown in Eq. 7. The three factors and
the division operation all include scaling from y to x.
Use of the scaling of number values and operations shown in Eq. 6 give the
scaled representation of Eq. 49 on R¯x as
ry,xλx = (ry,xcx)ry,x ÷x (ry,xγx)
or
λx = cx ÷x γx. (51)
This is the same equation at x as Eq. 49 is at y. Also the number values of the
factors in this equation are the same in R¯x as the number values of the factors
in Eq.49 are in R¯y.
This shows that equations are invariant under change of reference points,
even with scaling present. This is good because it follows that theoretical pre-
dictions in physics, expressed as equations, are the same at all points, even with
scaling present.
The same argument holds for equations containing terms with space or time
integrals or derivatives. The equations are invariant under change of reference
points, but the scaling factors inside the integral or in the derivative remain.
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The invariance of equations under reference point change with number scal-
ing is quite different from the change of scale and scale invariance as usually
understood in physics [26]. One difference is that scale factors in physics are
not usually treated as being dependent on space and/or time locations. Here
the number scaling factors are dependent on space and time locations.
Another difference is that scaling in physics is applied to the magnitudes of
physical quantities only. It is not applied to the operations such as multiplication
or division that combine quantities. If a is the magnitude of a physical quantity
or constant and λ a scale factor then a2 scales as (λa)2 = λ2a2. Here if ay is the
magnitude of a physical quantity at y and λ is the scaling factor from x to y,
then the magnitude of the square, a2y at location x is (λax) × /λ(λax) = λa
2
x.
Here ax is the same value at x as ay is at y.
The lambda factor in the denominator accounts for the scaling of the mul-
tiplication operation, under transfer from y to x. This inclusion of scaling of
the operations in number structures, and other mathematical systems based on
numbers, is the source of the invariance of equations under change of reference
points.
This work, and earlier work, towards a theory of mathematics and physics
together requires that one use a specific model of mathematical systems. This
was done here with the choice of representing mathematical systems of each
type as structures [8, 9] that satisfy a set of axioms relevant to the system type
being considered. A possible connection to physics appears here in the assumed
existence of a scalar boson field in gauge theories that represents the space time
dependent scaling of mathematical structure.
It is clear that much more work needs to be done to connect these ideas more
closely to physics. At present it is not known if physics makes use of the scalar
boson field for number scaling, or even if the local availability of mathematics,
with or without scaling, has observable experimental consequences for physics.
Even though there is much work to be done, it is hoped that this work is a real
first step to developing a coherent theory of mathematics and physics together.
The locality of mathematics, the freedom of choice of number systems and other
mathematical systems based on numbers, and the use of space time dependent
number scaling have been seen to have many interesting consequences.
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